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“Whatever burden you carry (and we all have one) this story will point you to strength beyond
yourself. Read it twice!” —John Ortberg, author and pastor, Menlo Park Presbyterian
Church “Running on Faith is a triumph! Jason Lester is proof that as one wise man said,
‘Triumph is when you try and add a little umph!’ Jason Lester shows us ALL that you can achieve
whatever you put your mind body and soul into!”—Rev Run, author of Words of Wisdom: Daily
Affirmations of Faith from Run’s House to Yours“Jason’s story is a must read! It is a true
testimony of the human spirit and confirmation that we all have so much more in us than we may
believe. The challenges he conquered will create a shift in your life”—Tyrese Gibson, singer and
actor Jason Lester is a disabled ultra-endurance athlete and winner of ESPN’s 2009 ESPY
Award for “Best Disabled Male Athlete.” He tells his remarkable story in Running on Faith,
offering readers an inspirational guide to overcoming adversity, reaching your goals, and
recognizing God’s guiding hand in your life.



Runningon FaithThe Principles, Passion,and Pursuit of a Winning LifeJason Lesterwith Tim
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Championship and Ultraman Canada: 25People who have finished both Ultraman Canada and
the Ultraman World Championship in the same year: 15ForewordI first met Jason Lester via e-
mail. I had known of him for a couple years as a challenged, Christian athlete who had been
doing some impressive things. But after my book, 50/50, came out in 2008, I got an e-mail from a
guy out of the blue saying that he’d read the book and was inspired by it. I looked at the “From”
line on the e-mail and it said, “Jason Lester.” I thought, “Is this who I think it is?”Challenged
athletes like Jason have always been incredibly inspiring to me. When I think about what they
have to overcome to compete in marathons, triathlons, ultramarathons, and other sports, it
leaves me speechless and humbled, to say the least. When I was running in Wisconsin as part
of my fifty marathons in fifty days adventure, a woman ran the course with me. She’d had her
right leg amputated above the knee, but she told me that I had been an inspiration to her. Are
you kidding me? This woman was out there on a prosthetic leg running sub-four-hour
marathons. Her name was Amy Dodson, and she left a lasting impression on me.When you see
people with that kind of courage and commitment it absolutely shakes you to your core. It’s awe-
inspiring. When you’ve got the kind of body that can bang out one-hundred-mile races, it’s easy
to take it for granted. If I used to, I don’t anymore. Watching Jason and people like him has taken
care of that.So when I heard from him, I couldn’t help but think, “Dude, you think I’m inspiring
you?” For someone who’s completely able-bodied and has all the athletic gifts, it’s insane to
participate in endurance sports and push your mind and body as far as you do. Competing in
events like Badwater or Ultraman takes you to the brink of self-destruction. Just pushing yourself
to finish something so punishing when every part of you is screaming to stop, lie down, and give
in takes an effort of will that’s superhuman.Now, add a physical challenge like having only one
leg or, in Jason’s case, not being able to use your right arm. To gut through the normal mind-
numbing violence of an ultra-endurance race while carrying the additional burden of not being
able to use part of your body, and to not only finish, but excel . . . the word inspirational is
somehow inadequate. It’s unfathomable. It’s unimaginable. But Jason and others do it.Everyone
in the triathlon world knows Jason since he won the ESPY for best male athlete with a disability.



But he was well known before that, not just for his amazing performances in grueling races, but
for his humility, his gratitude at being part of the Ironman® and Ultraman family, and his faith. I
respect and admire Jason’s faith and the fact that he has an open mind about himself and his
sport. He’s an explorer. He’s not afraid to dig deeper, learn more, and find out just how far faith
and discipline can take him.In Running on Faith, you get to know Jason up close. I know him,
and I know he’s incredibly self-effacing about what he does—about how it’s really not that
unusual. Well, let me take a minute to set you straight. What Jason does is almost beyond belief.
Imagine swimming two miles. Does that seem impossible? Now triple the distance and you have
the swim that begins the Ultraman races. Think about having to swim that distance with your
lungs burning and your shoulders screaming. Got a nice, clear mental picture? Good. Now, take
away one arm.Jason swims six miles in under six hours using only his left arm and his legs.
That’s so hard core it’s difficult to even imagine. Now imagine that you’ve just reached the end of
the swim, grateful to be back on dry land, and you’ve got to jump on a racing cycle and race for
more than ninety miles. While the other competitors have been resting their legs and swimming
mostly with their arms, you don’t have that option. You’ve got to compensate for your immobile
arm by kicking. So your quads and hamstrings are already fatigued by the time you get on the
bike, but no one cares. They’ve all got their own agonies to deal with, big and small. You’ve got to
deal or quit.That’s what Jason faces in every triathlon, especially every Ultraman. But he deals.
He brings it. He trains with fierce intensity because he knows his legs have to hold up under that
stress. He does it race after race. He never asks for special treatment from race officials because
of his arm, and he never uses his challenge as an excuse for coming up short of his goals. He
just says, “Let’s get after it,” over and over again. Even if you’ll never run one hundred miles (or
even one mile), you can appreciate that spirit.When you make extreme-distance sports your life,
it’s like you have this angel sitting on your shoulder, constantly whispering, “Do something
inconceivable. Set the bar higher. Take up a new challenge.” Most days, you’re too busy to listen,
but when things quiet down you start asking yourself questions. Could I improve my split? Could
I set a new personal record? Could I keep going past the point where in the past I’ve quit? It’s
about inner growth and improving discipline and mental focus. After all, the only person you ever
really meet out on the course is yourself. You are your own ultimate competition; at the end of the
day, you’re the one you have to answer to.One of my main sponsors is The North Face, whose
tagline is “never stop exploring.” That’s Jason in a nutshell. His motto is “never stop,” and he
never does. He keeps training and competing when most triathletes have packed it in for the
winter. Living in Hawaii helps, but what’s more relevant is his extreme mentality. Like many
extreme athletes, he’s driven to create his own unique events. I understand that need perfectly,
because I feel it, too. Athletes like me and Jason love to compete and we’re motivated by
competition, but we also love the purity of creating our own course and competing not against
other athletes but against ourselves. That’s when things get real. How fast can I go this time?
How much more can I do?That’s why Jason created EPIC5, where he does five Ironman
triathlons on five Hawaiian islands on five consecutive days. Most people hear that and think the



guy’s out of his mind. But he’s not. He’s an extreme, extreme athlete. For him, all his races,
EPIC5 included, are about refusing to give in to any self-imposed limitations. When you have a
physical challenge, it’s easy to take the socially accepted path, listen to people telling you what
you can’t do, and sink into a self-pitying, woe-is-me mode. Not Jason. He’s used his challenge to
motivate himself to do things that are beyond the capabilities of most able-bodied people.In this
book, Jason talks a lot about something else that I understand very well: the shared warrior
connection that extreme endurance athletes have with one another. Jason has said that Ironman
and Ultraman have become his family, which might not make sense to someone who sees us
trying to bury one another on the course in each race. It’s true that there’s competition, but
there’s also tremendous camaraderie between the athletes. When we’re all together for an event,
we’re among like-minded people who share the same core values. Most important, each of us
knows what the others have sacrificed and how hard they’ve worked. Passion, in these circles, is
universal.This shared disregard for limitations and stubborn unwillingness to allow anything to
stand in the way of dreams creates a unique bond and special kinship among all athletes, able-
bodied and challenged. It doesn’t matter if you see one another only once a year at an event, or
only read about your comrades’ exploits in the magazines. They become your family, because
you can relate firsthand to the toils they face and the struggles they must endure to cross the
finish line. Respect is earned and deep mutual admiration garnered, no matter how fiercely you
might compete out on the race course. They are your fellow warriors, your blood (and sweat and
tears) brothers and sisters.That connection doesn’t just come into play before and after events,
but during them. For example, I compete in the Western States Endurance Run, a one-hundred-
mile trail marathon that attracts the top ultramarathoners from around the world. It’s been said
that in the Western States, you run against your competitors for the first fifty miles, and with them
for the last fifty. I’ve seen some incredible acts of compassion from people I know to be ferocious
competitors. When you see people at mile eighty-five throwing up on the side of the trail in
lifeless heaps, you know the dues they’ve paid to get there. You want to pick them up and get
them across the finish line, and I’ve seen competitors do exactly that.I’ve been on the other end
of it, too. I’ve been on my back by the side of the road when guys stopped to help me. I assumed
they hated me because they were trying to beat me, but they came over to me and said, “You
have to get across the finish line.” And they sacrificed their own race performance to help me
make it. That’s a brotherhood beyond price. It’s like what I’ve heard about soldiers who came
home from war, having survived an experience no one else could imagine. When you’ve done
that, you cling to the only other people who know what you’ve been through. They do become
your family.For the people who participate in them, extreme endurance sports are more than a
compulsion, more than an obsession. The sports are an expression of who we are, a following of
our deepest passions. Jason is no different. If you’re not following your passions, you’re not
going to be fulfilled. Your interactions with others are not going to be as deep or meaningful as
they might be otherwise. I think that if you’re going to keep doing extreme endurance sports, you
have to be that way, because the price we pay is enormous. Jason knows that. Jason made the



sacrifices he needed to make to remain true to himself and to his faith.Will and character are like
muscles. To make a muscle grow, you push it to failure. That’s what Jason has done with his
whole life. His life is an extreme endurance race, and he’s winning. Take a look at him today: he’s
at the pinnacle of his sport and he’s only been doing it since 2006. Imagine what he could be
doing in five years! But you can’t separate the achievement from the sacrifice. He’s sacrificed
everything to get to this point. He’s laid it all on the line with nothing to fall back on, and he’s
made it. I hear pro athletes in other sports talk about all they’ve sacrificed to be successful, but I
doubt they know what real sacrifice is. Jason knows. There’s no multimillion-dollar payday in
what we do, no huge shoe deal or cologne line with our silhouette on it. What we do, we do for
personal satisfaction and the thrill of pushing ourselves to a higher level of performance . . . and
for the pure joy of exertion. You’ve got to be committed beyond a level most people can
understand to sacrifice everything else in your life for that.Inspire him? I don’t think so. Jason
Lester inspires me. He inspires me not to take for granted the physical gifts I have, to appreciate
what I’ve been able to do, to cherish the endurance sport family that I’m part of, and to work to
help other challenged athletes learn from his example that they can do anything. That will be
Jason’s legacy when his racing days are over: the death of the excuse. Can’t get your butt out of
bed to train? Bonked on the marathon and can’t finish? Don’t think you’re good enough? Sorry,
that doesn’t wash, people will say. If Jason Lester did it with one good arm, then you can do it.
Suck it up. Bring it. Keep pressing boldly onward.To me, Jason’s one of the people who
represents the best in extreme endurance sports. His passion exudes from every pore. I’m
honored to be part of his book. I’m proud to have him as a colleague and cocompetitor. But I’m
even prouder to consider him a friend.There may come a day when Jason Lester is no longer
able to keep pushing himself to the extreme. But today is absolutely not that day. Go, brother
Jason, go!May you never stop . . .—Dean KarnazesJason’s Race Timeline• April 15, 2007:
Arizona Ironman (Jason’s first Ironman)• November 23–25, 2007: Ultraman World Championship
in which Jason crewed for Mike Rouse• December 4, 2007: Western Australia Ironman• August
30–September 1, 2008: Ultraman Canada• October 11, 2008: Ironman World Championship,
Kailua-Kona, HI• November 23–25, 2008: Ultraman World Championship, Kailua-Kona, HI• May
30, 2009: Ironman 70.3 Hawaii (Honu 70.3)• August 1–3, 2009: Ultraman Canada• October 10,
2009: Ironman World Championship, Kailua-Kona, HI• November 27–29, 2009: Ultraman World
Championship, Kailua-Kona, HIIntroductionIronman World Championship 2009“Endurance is
not just the ability to bear a hard thing, but to turn it into glory.”—William Barclay, Scottish
theologianThe start of an Ironman®, the 2.4-mile swim, is absolute madness.My heart was
pounding, my thoughts flying. Flashbacks of 2008’s blistering heat started running through my
mind like an enemy cackling Gonna get you, sucker. The Big Island winds and heat can crush
you. The doubts started. I know I trained for this, but was it enough? What about those sessions I
cut short or the days I trained too hard? Did I sleep enough? Did I eat enough carbs this week?
The checklist started playing in my head of things that could cause me to bonk—to run out of the
glycogen energy necessary to fuel my muscles.I always situate myself about midpack at the



start of the swim. It’s like a rugby scrum, like tsunami victims battling to escape floodwaters,
1,600 bodies peeling out at the same time. On this particular morning I practically had my
goggles knocked off and my face rearranged. Pull, tug, slam! Why is the guy behind me pulling
on my toes?I got past the bedlam near the start, but it was still chaotic with swimmers passing,
jostling, and kicking me. It took about a mile, the first half of the race, for me to settle into a
rhythm and find my stroke. The ocean was calm and I felt great. All I was thinking was if I kept
this pace I would have a great, strong swim. Based on my previous Ironman swims I knew I
would finish in about 1:30 to 1:35, depending on the water conditions, but that day I thought I
might even set a PR, a personal record.When I’m swimming in a race, it’s hard to tell how fast I’m
going. I have to look at the other competitors to see their swim technique—that’s how I recognize
a good swimmer. That day I was keeping up with the solid swimmers. In previous races I had
gone out hard in order to find a good position, but this time I was swimming effortlessly. I wasn’t
even gasping to catch my breath! I kicked back, relaxed, and tried to remember that I still had a
long day ahead of me. I hit the turn buoy, headed back toward the pier, and got out of the water
in 1:27—a PR of ten minutes off my previous time! But I knew the hardest work was still in front
of me. After some cooler and cloudy days, the morning had turned into the worst kind of day for
a triathlon: hot.I got to the transition area, the place where athletes shed the gear from one stage
and gear up for another. As I ran up to the changing tent with my gear bag I heard someone
shout, “Jason, over here!” I looked up, and it was my friends Dave and Andrew, triathletes who
were volunteering this year. I sat down, and they stripped my speed suit off and had my bike
shoes, socks, arm brace, helmet, and glasses on me in less than four minutes. Then I was out of
the tent and off to the bike racks to grab my bike. Walking from the bike rack to the line where
you can mount your bike always seems to take forever. Transition time counts against your total
race time, so a fast transition is crucial.When I got on the bike, I felt great. For the first thirty-plus
miles out to the town of Kawaihae I was strong and confident. From there, the course would take
us up to the sleepy town of Hawi (pronounced ha-VEE), where we would turn around and head
back to Kailua-Kona. The climb to Hawi is hot and at times windy; we had our work cut out for us.
It’s a gradual climb that we would definitely feel in the blistering heat.When I got to the
turnaround the timer said 4:38, and by subtracting fifteen minutes because that clock starts
when the pros start their race, I was at 4:23. Awesome, I thought. I might finish in eleven hours.
That would be a monster improvement over last year’s Ironman. I made the turn, grabbed my
special needs bag, loaded up my new fuel bottles, and felt stoked that I had an eighteen-mile
downhill ride and was headed home.Bam! A vicious crosswind slammed into me. Strong winds
are common on the northwest side of the Big Island, and there’s not a cyclist who doesn’t hate
them. So I was trying to hold on to my bike and stay up with one arm, which took energy I didn’t
really have to spare. Plus I weighed only 138 pounds in this race, nine pounds down from my
Ultraman race weight just two and a half months prior, so I was blown around a lot for the next
fifteen miles. Finishing in less than twelve hours? Man, I was just hoping to stay in one
piece.Then things got even tougher: I got back down to Queen Ka’ahumanu Highway and ran



right into a headwind. All I could think was Okay, this sucks. The only thing I could do was put my
head down for the next three hours and grind. I couldn’t take my good arm off the bike in the
strong wind long enough to reach for my water, so I was cycling in a wind tunnel, the
temperature was about a hundred degrees, and I couldn’t drink. The one time I did try to sneak
my arm down and grab my water, the wind almost knocked me to the other side of the island and
scared the daylights out of me and the nearby athletes. Screw it, I thought. I’ll drink later. Then I
realized that if I didn’t drink on the course, I would blow up and bonk. So after about mile seventy,
I started to pull over at every other aid station to reload my bottle and stay hydrated.It became all
about finishing the race. I was overheating and dumping bottle after bottle of water over my
head. Starting about six miles out, near Kona International Airport, I knew the marathon was
going to be hell. The pros were starting to run out of energy. I could tell by looking at how wet
they were and all the salt that had accumulated on their shorts that they were suffering. I could
smell the finish of this long 112-mile bike ride, and I was happy to be out of the saddle and onto
the third and final leg of this mission. I dismounted at the finish line, grabbed my transition bag,
and headed into the changing tent. The temperature felt like 150 as I sat with fifty other
overheated men, each of us dreading the coming twenty-six-mile run. Helmet and shoes flew off,
and on came my running shoes and fuel belt. The fluids in my bottles must have been boiling.In
the first mile of the run, it felt like my face was pulsating with the heat. I slowed down, but I was
still boiling over. I was dumping cupfuls of ice down my back, shorts, and chest, but it wasn’t
helping much. This is where the volunteers really came through. When the Ironman becomes a
marathon, it becomes a much more intimate race. It’s at street level, you can see the athletes’
faces, and you connect with the ones you know. The great thing is it doesn’t matter whether you
know them or not; everyone is out cheering for everyone else. As I ran down Ali’i Drive, the
waterfront road in Kailua-Kona, I could hear person after person cheering me on. It was
overwhelming at times; I felt blessed. I could hear “Go, Lester!” echo from the crowd for the next
four hours. It’s what pushed me to run the next mile, to the next aid station, and to the next fan,
friend, or family I hoped would inspire me to keep going.As I hit mile marker five, my coach, Dave
Ciaverella, jumped out in the street to cheer me on. “Jason, you look great, keep it up.” I look
great? I feel like an overheated engine in the Mojave Desert. Please, please stop telling me I
look great! We hit mile six, and it was time to backtrack up Ali’i Drive. Dave was there again at
mile seven, and he screamed, “Jason, look at me, Jason—listen. When you hit mile sixteen, I
want you to pound it and hammer hard!”Hammer hard? I’m trying to figure out how I can get my
temperature under 150 degrees, and he’s telling me to hammer it? One foot in front of the other
was all I was thinking. Drink as much as you can, ice down at every aid station, and continue to
pray for strength.I got about two miles out of town, and there was Dave again. All I could focus on
was how much ice I could hold in my shorts. I couldn’t wait to see the next aid station, but when I
arrived they had run out of cups of ice and had only softball-size ice cubes to cool the water. I’ll
take one of those please. Dunk—right into the shorts. It was big and cold, but it helped cool my
core. Thank God. Not long after that, I ran into a group of what must have been a hundred



people shouting, “Let’s go, Kona boy, let’s go, Lester!” Right then I knew that I couldn’t let
anybody down. I wasn’t going to stop.You’re not letting these people down, I told myself. Before I
knew it, there was my coach again, saying, “Jason, when you get to mile sixteen, I want you to
lay it all on the line.” Sure, Dave. I had nothing to lay on the line. But at mile sixteen I started
drinking soda and water, then started to feel the quick shot of glucose. It gave me a rush of new
life. I started pounding a half cup of Coke chased with a half cup of water at every aid station.
Then the sun started to go down a bit as I turned around to head back up to the Queen
Ka’ahumanu Highway. Hallelujah. I felt myself starting to pick it up. Each stride was longer, I was
breathing with less effort, and I was feeling like a fresh runner. I was running with a smile, my
core temperature dropped, and I was off to the finish line.Then all of a sudden I was
overwhelmed with tears. I was having flashbacks. Flashbacks of my life, my childhood, and my
father who never saw me run, let alone race. I started to feel pain, not in my lungs or my legs but
in my heart. It hit me. His last memories of me were of a twelve-year-old boy lying in the intensive
care unit with casts on every limb but my limp right arm. Why was I having these emotions? I was
about to finish the 2009 Ironman World Championship at right around twelve hours. Why now?
Dad, are you there? Are you with me? Strangely, I felt like I was floating. I knew he was there—
my earthly father and my heavenly father were there with me as they always have been. I ran my
final miles thinking of how amazing God was to take a boy who lost his mother, his father—
everything—and give him the whole world.When you’re racing and you see the lights of Kona in
the distance, it’s incredibly beautiful, like seeing land when you’re lost at sea. I came down
toward Ironman central, and I could hear the announcer saying the names and hometowns of
people as they crossed the finish line, and that started fueling me.There’s nothing like the finish
chute of an Ironman. The race becomes even more intimate down that last stretch. The finish
along Ali’i Drive runs along a narrow street lined with shops, bars, and restaurants on one side
and a beach on the other. There are balloons, banners, and inflatable archways all leading to
that miraculous finish line ramp and time clock. When you’re coming down the final half mile, the
entire route is lined with screaming fans, some of whom stay out there until the last competitors
straggle in at midnight. What really makes it wonderful is that they’re shouting for every athlete
whether they know them or not.When I banked right to Ali’i Drive toward the finish line,
something really special happened. A guy I know, whose six-year-old grandson Christian swims
on the local team, yells to me, “He’s going to run with you!” Out runs this kid; Christian fell into
pace with me as I ran along Ali’i, past fans screaming and high-fiving me. All the way, this kid
was repeating, “Let’s pick it up!” I reached down to give him a low five, and he screamed over the
crowd, “You’re the best in the world! You’re a winner! Faster, faster!”It was awesome. I was
exhausted and in pain and in tears, and it was one of the most unforgettable runs of my life. It
was as if God sent me a little angel to run those final yards. God knows our pains and our hurts,
and he never forsakes us. I have a little five-year-old daughter who has never seen her daddy
race, but little Christian, who is around the same age, was sent to run to the finish line with me
on my special day. Prayer answered.We all suffer when we do Ironman, but it’s a joyful agony. As



I approached the finish line I could hear announcer Mike Reilly scream, “And from right here in
Kailua-Kona, Hawaii, your very own Jason Lester!” I blew a huge kiss to the sky and said to God,
“This is all for you!” I crossed the finish to massive hometown cheers, and I ended up with a
negative split in the second half of the marathon, meaning I ran the second half faster than the
first. That’s the power of God, love, and Coca-Cola.I think it’s that spirit of universal support that
makes the Ironman World Championship in Kona so special. You have a city full of people
whose main reason for being there is to show love and support for the people running the race
without caring who they are, where they’re from, or how fast they’re going. It’s like the fans are
cheering because a fellow member of the human race is doing this marvelous, impossible thing
that elevates all of us. I think the unconditional love we, the athletes, feel from the fans is as
inspiring as doing the Ironman itself. It’s people at their absolute finest.The real drama near the
finish comes from the faces of the competitors. The pros are long since resting and doing
interviews when the athletes who have been out for thirteen or fourteen hours or more come
down the chute. Their expressions are almost poetic. They tend to fall into three categories. First
is the exultant runner who’s dreamed about this his or her entire life, is doing pretty well, and
comes down the last few hundred yards smiling, waving, and high-fiving the fans. A few even
raise their arms to call for some whoop-whoop from the crowd. There’s pure, unfiltered joy in
their eyes. It’s beautiful.Then there are the ones who are in the zone. They don’t look to the side.
They don’t smile. They may not even know the fans are there. They’re in pain, and all their will is
focused on getting their legs over the finish line. Finally, there are the ones who are hurting. They
might be walking, or they might be running at a crawl, listing to one side, nearly collapsing from
exhaustion, nursing a hamstring or calf injury, dehydrated, and barely hanging on. More than a
few of the older or less experienced competitors cross the finish line with a medic at their sides
and head straight for the medical tent for IV fluids.But it doesn’t matter. To triathletes and our
fans, only one thing matters: you’re out there, you’re giving it your all, and you finish. It doesn’t
matter if you finish walking (as a lot of late finishers do) at sixteen hours and fifty-nine minutes.
It’s not the speed that makes people cheer and scream for strangers and work all day in the hot
sun. It’s the sacrifice and hard work and determination not to give up. Ironman may as well be
called Inspirationman.There are Ironman races, triathlons that go the official Ironman distance,
and then there’s the Ironman, the original Ironman, the iconic race in Kailua-Kona, on the Big
Island of Hawaii, which tens of thousands of athletes aspire to be part of each year. To a
dedicated triathlete, the word Ironman means only one thing: the Ironman World Championship.
Like making a pilgrimage to Mecca for a Muslim or climbing Everest for a mountaineer, it’s the
defining moment of many people’s lives, what they work for years to achieve.For about one
hundred and sixty professional triathletes,* the Ironman World Championship is like the Masters
for golfers: the peak event of their season, the chance for a nice financial payoff and to make
sponsors very, very happy. But to me, the Ironman is something else even bigger: an exhibition
of human beings at our absolute best, as God intended us to be.Start with the athletes. The
2009 Ironman featured a man who was competing three years to the day after he received a new



heart, and Rudy Garcia-Tolson, a double amputee who had been born with webbed legs, who
had to propel his specially designed bike in the cycling stage of the race without having
quadriceps, pumping his prosthetics using only his glutes. There was David Bailey, a paraplegic
who completed the swim in only 1:24. There were 41 athletes over seventy years old and more
than 500 competitors over age fifty. Of the nearly 1,800 people who started the day, 92.9 percent
finished the race in under the total cutoff time of seventeen hours.There were athletes from fifty-
seven countries and five continents: Germany, Japan, Argentina, Australia, Canada, the United
Kingdom, and more, every one of them with his or her own story. Some have beaten cancer or
heart disease diagnoses. Others have lost massive amounts of weight. Others are recovering
from injuries or trying to restart their lives after a divorce. Many are just trying to prove something
to themselves, to do something extraordinary. When Ironman pulls into town, the west coast of
the Big Island is overflowing with incredible stories of loss, courage, and determination. Mine is
just one of them.• • •The Ironman World Championship is the big event of the year in Kailua-
Kona (Kona, as the locals call it), the otherwise sleepy town that I’ve made my home. When the
race comes to town, everything else shuts down. Up to 1,800 athletes, thousands of crew and
support team members, thousands more volunteers, and tens of thousands of tourists descend
on Kona, occupying every hotel room and driving rental car rates through the roof. The streets
are infected with Ironman fever; half the businesses in the town have WELCOME,
TRIATHLETES signs on their front windows. Here and there you find Ironman groupies who
can’t get enough of anything involving triathlons in general and Ironman in particular. They are
some of the most hard-core fans around, and they make great race volunteers.Into this party
atmosphere in 2009 came nearly two thousand of the fittest people on earth, including Chrissie
Wellington, the two-time (now three-time) Ironman winner who was expected to dominate the
race among the women. The intersection of Palani Way and Ali’i Drive, on the Kona waterfront,
transformed into Ironman central, with the action focused on the Kailua-Kona Pier, where the
swim starts and ends and the athletes transition from one stage to another. All around, streets
were closed, barriers and cones turned other roads into lanes for cyclists and runners, and
corporate sponsor banners could be seen everywhere. At the “hot corner” where the cycling
stage would end and the marathon would begin was a media tower for the race announcer and
the TV cameras. Thousands of fans would converge on that intersection later in the day to
scream for their favorite athletes.Around the world, hundreds of triathlons are run each year, with
twenty-four Ironman qualifying races—races of the traditional Ironman length of a 2.4-mile swim,
112-mile bike ride, and 26.2-mile run—that qualify those who place for the most prestigious race
of all, the Ironman World Championship in Kona. It’s the original Ironman race, tracing its roots to
1977 on the Hawaiian island of Oahu, when U.S. Navy commander John Collins suggested to a
group of distance runners that they settle the debate over who was the fittest—runners,
swimmers, or cyclists—by creating a triathlon that combined three extreme races already being
held on Oahu: the Waikiki Roughwater Swim (2.4 miles), the Around-Oahu Bike Race (115
miles), and the Honolulu Marathon. Whoever finished first would earn the title Ironman.Fifteen



men ran in that first Ironman, including a Navy SEAL named John Dunbar, who ran out of water
during the marathon and drank beer instead. With that grueling race, a legend was born. People
had a new way to test themselves against their own limits—something humans have always
loved doing. Today the triathlon is an Olympic sport, and the Ironman and other extreme races
like the Ultraman (a double-length Ironman, which only the truly hard core will even try) are
international phenomena. From the Leadville 100 trail run to the lethal Badwater ultramarathon
through the 125-degree heat of Death Valley, opportunities abound for indulging our fascination
with finding out just how far we can push the human body. Only a few exceptional athletes can
even complete the more extreme races, but millions of fans around the globe follow them out of
what I believe is a true desire to celebrate the potential of the human spirit.The races themselves
are probably the most difficult things most people will ever attempt. That’s why they’re so
dramatic and why so many thousands of people watch; when months or years of training, hope,
and pain are on the line, the tension is thicker than the Kona humidity. For most people in the
Ironman, finishing in under seventeen hours will be their greatest achievement. Between the
chaos of the swim, the agony of a bike ride with brutal hills and often blistering headwinds, the
Hawaii heat, and the pure exhaustion of trying to run a marathon after you’ve already cycled 112
miles, some people cross the finish line on pure will alone. That’s how powerful the pull of the
Ironman is.• • •I had raced the Ironman in 2008, but I’d gotten in through the lottery system. In
the eyes of some, I hadn’t really earned my spot. In 2009 I qualified by finishing in third place as
a Big Island resident at the Honu 70.3, a qualifying race. After doing the 2008 Ironman World
Championship, Ultraman Hawaii in 2008, and Ultraman Canada in 2009, I was ready to show
what I could do on the biggest stage in the triathlon world.I have a story of my own that makes
my journey to the Ironman unique. For starters, I have the use of my left arm only. My right arm
has been paralyzed since I was knocked into orbit by a speeding car that ran a red light back in
1986, when I was just twelve years old. This means that in the 2.4-mile swim that starts the
Ironman (and the 6.2-mile swim that begins the Ultraman), I swim with only one arm. It’s hard
enough to swim two miles with two arms, so you can imagine the effort it takes just to stay afloat
with one, not to mention getting out of the water in less than two hours and twenty minutes.But
my arm is only one of the obstacles I’ve faced in getting to where I am today. I’ve often wondered
if God allowed me to experience a life’s worth of difficult times in order to build my character and
make me more his servant. Having to depend on God has allowed me to grow closer to him and
trust that he has bigger and better plans for me.God led me to Hawaii and to the Ironman. Here
the events of my past finally all came together and the picture became clear: my suffering,
obsessive athletic training, and restless wandering toward the next thing around the corner were
all leading me to this. I was meant to be an Ironman, an Ultraman—an everyman doing things
that showed others how awesome God is and how they can blow past their own limitations if
they listen to and trust him.That’s why I do it. That’s why I push myself to compete with able-
bodied athletes when I can use only one arm. I want them to see that I’m no different from them. I
have some athletic gifts, but I’m not the greatest athlete in the world. My iron will is God’s



greatest gift to me. My true edge is that I refuse to stop. I refuse to give up. The wonderful thing is
that you can do the same. We all can.My revelation about my life has come in the last five years,
since the Ironman became the center of my world. I’m finally able to see that during all those
years I spent mad at God for taking everything away from me, he was actually giving me wisdom.
He was teaching me how to be his instrument. Looking back, I can finally see a pattern of
lessons he’s been teaching me over the years.Some of the most important and valuable lessons
have come since I moved to Hawaii and started training for the Ironman in 2005. In that time I’ve
faced greater struggles and tests of my will and commitment than ever before. The moments
when we don’t think we can surmount the obstacles, when we think we’re going to break, when
we feel the fear and we keep going anyway—those are God’s teaching moments. Those are the
moments when he imparts wisdom that can change our lives and set us on new paths of joy,
meaning, and healing.You may not aspire to do an Ironman, but odds are there is an endurance
race of some kind in your life, whether it involves your health, family, career, or a dream that
you’re hesitant to chase. I hope the lessons I’ve learned will do for you what they’ve done for me:
remind you that God is always with you, that you have more strength than you ever realized, and
that if you don’t stop, you can’t be stopped.Chapter 1You’re Already at the Finish Line“The riders
in a race do not stop when they reach the goal. There is a little finishing canter before coming to
a standstill. There is time to hear the kind voices of friends and say to oneself, ‘The work is
done.’”—Oliver Wendell HolmesI had already swum more than five miles in the warm waters of
Hawaii’s Kailua Bay when I felt the first sting hit me. No big deal. A pinprick. I can take that. Bring
it on. Then a few more. Hmm. This might not be good. I looked up at Bree Wee, my assistance
kayaker (and a pro triathlete herself), who had been with me the whole way, and said as calmly
as I could, “There’s jellyfish around here—let’s move out a bit!”When you’re on a long-distance
swim, as in the first stage of the Ultraman, your kayaker is your guide and needs to know the
currents on top of the water as well as under the water. Bree knows the waters of Kailua Bay as
well as anyone; this is why I’d asked her to be my eyes for this race. I couldn’t afford to waste
precious energy on navigation; I just wanted to keep my head down and keep moving. Since I
only have one arm to use in swimming, I have to use my legs to provide the extra horsepower,
and that costs energy. I relied on Bree to keep me swimming in the right direction and to keep my
energy level up with lots of verbal encouragement. She would yell things like, “You’re doing
great!” and “You look awesome!” from time to time. Bree is an angel.
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Thomas P. Proietti, “PURE INSPIRATION. RUNNING ON FAITH is pure inspiration and also an
amazing story of inspiration, drive, motivation, and purpose. Read this for yourself. And plan to
buy some copies for those in your life who face adversity and need a blueprint for how to face
their snuggles and turn defeat into victory.”

Willizz, “Thank you Jason!. Will Jason's story have the same meaning to you as if has for me? I
am pretty confident it will not. So I cannot tell you to read this book because it will change your
life.  All I can tell you is that it saved mine.  Thank you Jason!”

C. Blaisdell, “Awesome, Inspirational. Lester has a tremendous story, and the book is a good
read and insight into his thinking. It makes you feel like you can do anything, literally. PLUS, there
is a 24-week IronMan training plan in the back as well as some nutrition info.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A lovely story. If you need inspiration. If you need motivation. If you want
to read an emotional story about a person and an athlete this is a good pick.”

Noreen Chase, “MUST READ!!. What an outstanding book and the author is just as outstanding
as his story. I loved this one, and have given it to 3 friends to read and they all agree, "It's
Great!". Thanks to telling your story to the rest of us, it shows that with hard work you can
accomplish most anything you want.  Love it!”

Ebook Library Reader, “amazing will. I enjoyed Jason's story as a runner and woman of faith. His
amazing will to succeed and God's grace in his life is evident in this inspiring story.”

The book by Jason Lester has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 39 people have provided feedback.
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